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1]   External TPu backstay minimizes footprint for less      

     toe-heel drag and also provide high-rebound flex.

2]   articulating Flywire Cuff increases heel hold and

      minimizes bulk around ankle.

3]   Webbed lace system with neoprene eyestays fully       

      wraps boot around foot when laced.

4]   Nike Lace Lock allows you to individually tighten 

      boot’s upper and lower.

5]   Support truss with reinforced stitching in upper 

      quarter maximizes support and minimizes material.

6]   Outlast-treated liner and foot-bed provide optimum  

      temperature control.

7]   Nike Free technology dramatically increases 

      board feel.       

8]   Full-length phylon midsole with Zoom air heel for  

      maximum cushioning.

9]   asymmetrical “No Sew” weld on toe for edge    

      protection.            

NiKE ZOOm Kaiju

The Kaiju won Snowboard magazine’s Platinum Pick 

award the last two years, and for good reason. it provides 

ridiculous board feel, almost like riding barefoot. There 

are seven patents pending related to developments on the 

Kaiju, and it also features another Nike first, an external 

backstay for less toe-heel drag and high rebound. 

10]   Warming Blanket Stroble Technology in liner and     

        shell uses “foiled” material derived from NaSa  

        space suit to provide maximum insulation.
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11]   Outlast-treated liner and foot-bed provide optimum temperature control.
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Nike Women’s Zoom FORCE 1

NiKE WOmEN‘S ZOOm FORCE 1

Nike’s first boot, an homage to the air Force 1, is fast becoming a classic. it’s got a super-

low mid/outsole that puts you as close to your board as you can get.

1]   DWR-treated (Durable Water Repellent) mesh and synthetic leather upper.

2]   Nike Lace Lock allows you to individually tighten boot’s upper and lower.

3]   Full-length internal backstay integrates with binding highback for optimum control. 

4]   3-D molded and padded tongue follows contours of leg. Removable power strap 

      in homage to air Force 1.

5]   internal heel harness.

6]   Now built using last from the award-winning Kaiju.

7]   Full-length phylon midsole with Zoom air heel for maximum cushioning.

8]   Low-profile air Force 1-inspired tread provides enhanced grip and board feel.

9]   Heat-moldable and now refittable PE/EVa liner with lace lock, power strap, 

      and neoprene toe box.

10]  Outlast-treated sock liner with Poron cushioning provide optimum temperature control.

11]  Warming Blanket Strobel Technology in liner and shell uses “foiled” materials derived     

      from NaSa space suit to provide maximum insulation.
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NiKE ZOOm FORCE 1

Nike’s first boot, an homage to the air Force 1, is fast becoming a classic. it’s got a super-

low mid/outsole that puts you as close to your board as you can get.

1]   DWR-treated (Durable Water Repellent) mesh and synthetic leather upper.

2]   Nike Lace Lock allows you to individually tighten boot’s upper and lower.

3]   Full-length internal backstay integrates with binding highback for optimum control. 

4]   3-D molded and padded tongue follows contours of leg. Removable power strap 

      in homage to air Force 1.

5]   internal heel harness.

6]   Now built using last from the award-winning Kaiju.

7]   Full-length phylon midsole with Zoom air heel for maximum cushioning.

8]   Low-profile air Force 1-inspired tread provides enhanced grip and board feel.

9]   Heat-moldable and now refittable PE/EVa liner with lace lock, power strap, 

      and neoprene toe box.

10]  Outlast-treated sock liner with Poron cushioning provide optimum temperature control.

11]  Warming Blanket Strobel Technology in liner and shell uses “foiled” materials derived     

      from NaSa space suit to provide maximum insulation.
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NiKE WOmEN’S VaPEN
Weapon of Choice

Distinctive, and distinctively feminine, the Women’s Vapen performs as strongly as it 

stands out on the hill. No nonsense design plus lots of tech features are coupled with a 

price that means no one’s left out.

1]   Built using same last as award-winning Kaiju.

2]   upper inspired by mogan 2.

3]   Full-length phylon midsole and outsole with Pu cushioning. 

4]   Full-length internal backstay integrates with binding highback for optimum control.

5]   Flex notch on shell for smooth bend and curve.

6]   Kaiju-style webbed lace-loops for quick tightening.

7]   Heat-moldable and now refittable liner.

8]   Warming Blanket Strobel Technology in liner and shell uses “foiled” materials derived

      from NaSa space suit to provide maximum insulation.
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14 9]   Baxa internal lacing harness system locks down heel.
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NiKE VaPEN
Weapon of Choice

a bunch of the team riders have been rocking the Vapen. Why? Quite simply ’cause they 

love it. The newest member of the boot line features Nike’s distinctive design and many 

tech features like a re-moldable liner and a foiled warming stroble blanket derived from 

NaSa space suit material to provide maximum insulation. all of this at a price that means 

everyone can join the conversation.

1]   Built using same last as award-winning Kaiju.

2]   upper inspired by mogan 2.

3]   Full-length phylon midsole and outsole with Pu cushioning. 

4]   Full-length internal backstay integrates with binding highback for optimum control.

5]   Flex notch on shell for smooth bend and curve.

6]   Kaiju-style webbed lace-loops for quick tightening.

7]   Heat-moldable and now refittable liner.

8]   Warming Blanket Strobel Technology in liner and shell uses “foiled” materials derived

      from NaSa space suit to provide maximum insulation.
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24 9]   Baxa internal lacing harness system locks down heel.
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